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Safe Harbor Statement

We may make forward-looking statements regarding planned or future development efforts for our existing or new products and services and statements regarding our strategic priorities. These statements are not intended to be a promise or guarantee of business results, future availability of products, services or features but merely reflect our current plans and are based on factors currently known to us. These planned and future development efforts may change without notice. Purchasing and investment decisions should not be made based upon reliance on these statements.

A discussion of factors that may affect future results is contained in our most recent Form 10-K and Form 10-Q filings available at www.sec.gov, including descriptions of the risk factors that may impact us and the forward-looking statements made in these presentations. Autodesk assumes no obligation to update these forward-looking statements to reflect events that occur or circumstances that exist or change after the date on which they were made. If this presentation is reviewed after the date the statements are made, these statements may no longer contain current or accurate information.

This presentation also contains information, opinions and data supplied by third parties and Autodesk assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information, opinions or data, and shall not be liable for any decisions made based upon reliance on any such information, opinions or data.

Autodesk's partners frequently compete against each other in the marketplace, and it is critically important that all participants in this meeting observe all requirements of antitrust laws and other laws regarding unfair competition. Autodesk's long insistence upon full compliance with all legal requirements in the antitrust field has not been based solely on the desire to stay within the bounds of the law, but also on the conviction that the preservation of a free and vigorous competitive economy is essential to the welfare of our business and that of our partners, the markets they serve, and the countries in which they operate. It is against the policy of Autodesk to sponsor, encourage or tolerate any discussion or communication among any of its partners concerning past, present or future prices, pricing policies, bids, discounts, promotions, terms or conditions of sale, choice of customers, territorial markets, quotas, inventory, allocation of markets, products or services, boycotts and refusals to deal, or any proprietary or confidential information. Communication of this type should not occur, whether written, oral, formal, informal, or “off the record.” All discussion at this meeting should be strictly limited to presentation topics.

PLEASE NOTE: AU content is proprietary. Do Not Copy, Post or Distribute without expressed permission.
Digital Economy

... is your opportunity
What do you think of ... when you hear SONY
IP = $
What Sony does…

• Digital Creation
• New experiences on a platform.
• Learning about customers.

... and what you do.

• Digital Creation
• New experiences on a platform.
• Learning about customers.
Encanto Pipeline
... per Walt Disney Animation Studios’s

- Creative development
- Story
- Visual development
- Modeling
- Look Development
- Production Management
- Rigging
- Layout
- Simulation
- Animation
- Technical Animation
- Lighting
- Sets Extensions
- Effects Animation
- Crowd Animation
- Stereo
New Tools for Creators:

Building Imaginative Worlds
Remixing any Media
Bringing avatars to life
Picture of mobile phone filming a concert
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New Tools for Creators:

Building Imaginative Worlds
Remixing any Media
Bringing avatars to life
Distribution platforms

... your vehicle for success in the digital economy.
Ask more of your distribution platform

It must give you tools you trust

It must protect what is yours

It must allow you to use what is yours in novel way
Digital goods = IP = "$"
Let’s sum this up...

Leap of faith: Think Digital, think IP first

Leverage platforms that support you

Thrive by doing business in the digital economy